
The Gilded Age
What is Gilding? Gilding is the process of applying a gold leaf or gold paint.

Who coined the term “The Gilded Age”? Mark Twain co-authored a satirical novel titled 
the Gilded Age. Historians now use the term to describe a period in American History 

characterized by prosperity and industrialization that thinly disguised blatant corruption in 
politics and business.

The Rise of Industrial America
This comic depicts the 

control of the senate from 
the huge monopolies 

created in early America. 
The senate was focused on 

corporate entities more 
instead of the people.

Factors Of Industrialization
1. Natural Resources: Raw materials like coal, ore, copper, timber, and oil

2. Labor Supply: Abundance of workers, catalyzed by immigration
3. Large Market: Growing population with growing transportation

4. Capital: Investments to fund expansion, mostly from European investors
5. Government Support: Land grants, low taxes, little regulation

6. Talented Entrepreneurs: People who took risks and built large empires

The Business of Railroads
The railroad industry combined all the factors of industrialization

Created 4 time zones, encouraged mass production, specialization, and fast shipping times
Early lines were unorganized and inefficient, made with different gauges

Competing railroads consolidated and formed “trunk lines” between major cities (New York 
Central, Baltimore, and Ohio)

First envisioned by Commodore Cornelius Vanderbilt
Growth of railroads led to creation of modern stockholder corporations, which led to 

government regulation

Government and Railroads
The government encouraged the expansion of railroads by granting over 

170 million acres to railroad companies. They also left them with very 
low taxes and almost no regulation. They also encouraged the 

settlement of western areas and also expected the railroad companies 
to increase the value of the land. The government also expected to 

receive preferred rates for transporting mail and troops. As a result of 
there being very little regulation, the construction was very poor. The 

working conditions were very poor, especially for the Irish and Chinese 
immigrants. Farmers would also be extorted as a result of giving large 

companies their preferred rates while giving farmers very inflated rates.
There was also a very large amount of extortion (Credit Mobiler).



The Rise of Industrial America 
(Continued)

Transcontinental Railroads
Authorized by Congress during Civil War to connect East Coast to California
United Pacific built westward from Omaha, Nebraska and mainly recruited 

war veterans and Irish Immigrants. Central Pacific built eastward from 
Sacramento, California and recruited primarily Chinese immigrants. This line 

was significantly more dangerous as blasting through mountains were 
needed. The trans-continental railroad was finally finished on May 10, 1869 

at Promontory Point, Utah. By 1900, there were 4 other transcontinental 
railroads.

Railroads were overbuilt in the 1870s and 1880s.

To survive, companies “watered stock” or artificially inflated the 
value of a company. Rebates and kickbacks were given to the 

largest shippers, while farmers would be extorted. The rail 
companies would also secretly fix prices.

The 1893 Financial Panic caused 25% of railroads to fail. 
The results from this created few very large monopolies, 

but at the same time crreated a more efficient rail system.



The Rise of Industrial America 
(Even More Continued)

Government Regulations

Public outcry against corruption led to eventual government intervention 
Granger Laws

Attempted to stop price fixing and extortion of Farmers
Ruled unconstitutional by Supreme Court

States could not regulate interstate commerce

Interstate Commerce Act of 1886
1st Major Regulation of big business passed by Congress

Established the Interstate Commerce Commission
Very ineffective at first

The Industrial Empires
Bessemer Process- A new innovative method to cheaply produce steel
Andrew Carnegie: 

The first to use 
the Bessemer 

Process to mass 
produce steel

Vertical Integration: A method of business 
pioneered by Carnegie that pushes for 
complete control of the manufacturing 
process from mining to production to 

transportation

U.S. Steel Corporation
Formed by J.P. Morgan

Became first billion dollar 
corporation

Standard Oil Trust
Controlled 90% of the oil market

Extorted low railroad rates and 
artificially lowered prices to 

eliminate competition
Horizontal Integration

Competing companies brought together under one umbrella corporation
Eventually formed a trust of the Oil Market founded by John D. Rockefeller
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The Rise of Industrial America 
(Even Even More Continued)

The Antitrust Movement
In the 1880s, citizens finally call for regulations of unchecked 

industrial power

Middle Class Workers 
and Urban Elite (Old 

Wealth)

The Sherman Antitrust 
Act was passed by 
Congress in 1890

Prohibited any contract or monopoly 
that creates restraint in commerce

Very ineffective as it was too vaguely 
worded

U.S. vs E.C. Knight Co. - In 1895 the 
Supreme Court rules the Sherman 

Antitrust Act only applies to 
commerce

Laissez-Faire Capitalism

Business should not be regulated by Government
Should be regulated by “Invisible Hand”

High Tariffs and Federal Subsidies contradicted this idea.

Social Darwinism coined by Herbert Spencer
Justified the economic disparity in business and society

Survival of the Fittest

“Gospel of Wealth”: Applied religion to justify wealth disparity


